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A revolution in weight and operability
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Technical specifications

Material

Weight not including handle

Weight including handle

Diameter

Height during transport

Height during use

Fuel

Marking 

High-density polyethylene (HDPE) and anodized 7075 aluminum

384 g

534 g

8 cm

29.5 cm (closed)

49.5 cm (in use)

Blend for use: 3/4 diesel + 1/4 gasoline

ADR fuel transport

Compact Drip Torch
A revolution in weight and operability
The all-new Vallfirest Compact Drip Torch has been designed to offer better impact resistance, performance 
and operability. It’s an extremely light and easy-to-carry torch for indirect attack and parallel operations such 
as backburns, burnouts, escape fires, hazard-reduction burning and the creation of safe zones. 

The all-new 360 wick - patent pending - 
A new design for better nozzle protection and a constant flame despite changes in wind direction for 
perfect operations at all times. 

The most compact, resistant and light 1L torch 
Made of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) it can withstand blows without getting dented.
The threaded cover is made of 7075 aluminum with an anodized finish, which means it’s highly durable 
and ready for compact transportation and quick assembly for use.

Safer operation
A longer fuel tank and wick to increase the safety distance between firefighters and fire.

Built-in fuel level 
The first torch with a fuel level indicator.
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1 Parts
The wick may be stored in the inside of the bottle with the dual-cover system. The flow regulation valve 
provides greater control when maneuvering. The fuel pipe is comprised of an anti-return system to make the 
torch a safer tool.

Any questions? Contact us: clientes@vallfirest.com| T. +34 938 678 779

3 Easy to move
Small size ideal for helitransported squads and control and analysis vehicles.

2 Safety 
Spout with an anti-return system to prevent internal deflagration. Close valve for transport and fuel regulator 
with an anti-drip chain.

Tank with ADR marking for fuel transport. 
This product may only be used by qualified personnel. The use of PPE is mandatory.

1 HDPE fuel tank. 
2 Metal detachable handle.
3 360º fuse system - patent pending -
4 Anti-return system.
5 Flow regulation valve and anti-drip chain close in 
anodized 7075 aluminum. 
6 Air regulation valve.
7 NBR fuel-resistant seals. 
8 Quick-view level indicator.
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Support for vehicles. Nylon bag for 6 drip torches with 
adjustable belts on the inside to prevent 
sudden movements.

Can be carried on a belt or in a backpack.




